Summit Forum on Transformation and Increasing
Efficiency through “Enterprise Cloud”
“Made in China 2025” is the first 10-year action plan designed to
transform China into a world manufacturing powerhouse and has
been mentioned in the government reports for three consecutive
years. Apart from “deepening implementation”, the works of this
year emphasize to “expedite the application of big data, cloud
computing and Internet of Things”. This releases an evident signal:
to transfer the cloud computing from the virtual reality to real
reality. Moving to the cloud is a big trend for the enterprise
development in the future. The China Council for the Promotion of
International Trade Foshan Committee works with Chinese top big
data and cloud computing specialists to bring a summit forum on
enterprise cloud-computing development, so as to help Foshan
manufacturing industry to realize transformation and sharpen the
brand of “Made in Foshan”.
Guests:

Mr. Wang Yuan Executive President of NetEase Hangzhou Research
Institute and council member of Zhejiang Computer Federation.
How to realize cloud computing from the real reality to virtual reality, and
how NetEase Cloud could help with enterprise transformation and upgrading?

Visible practical cases, touchable economic benefits and sharing practical
cases, you couldn’t afford to miss all of them.

Mr. Ling Zong, Senior Engineering/Scientist of IBM
Big data storage and analysis, artificial intelligent application, block chain
technology and application deployment, cloud computingframework, service
science, IoT application,IT service management,ITengineering project
management,e-business engineering design,distributive industrial production
real-time control and management……He will explain all what you want to
know about enterprise cloud-computing.

Mr. Bao Zhongtie Chief Evangelist of Talking Data, member of the Expert
Panel of Big Data Industry Alliance, Tsinghua University and
Zhongguancun Big Data Industry Alliance, member of the expert team of
Chief Data Officer Alliance of China, and an initiator of big data
implementation. How to realize big data? How big data improves actual
production capacity and efficiency? What’s real value of big data in
production, sales and logistics and other sections? You couldn’t afford to
miss the unique interpretation by this evangelist.

Mr. Zhang Feng once was appointed as vice chairman and member of the
CPC Committee of Zhejiang Provincial Science and Technology
Association, and deputy director of Survey and Promotion Department of
China Association for Science and Technology. Now, he acts as Vice Chief
Editor of NetEase Media.
From email box to Yanxuan, Kaola, from game to intelligent manufacturing,
from news app to cloud music, cloud classrooms...... What secrets does

NetEase have to frequently launch these apps, how NetEase assists the
transformation of traditional manufacturing enterprises, and innovate
Internet + ways. Don’t miss this wonderful sharing opportunity.

